Official Program RNR 2018

Thursday 6-September
- Morning:
  - Accreditation into event & Check-in in the hotel
- Afternoon:
  - 13hs: Opening ceremony
  - 14hs: Integration activity: Coaching teams in IEEE
  - 15:45hs: Coffee break
  - 16hs: TISP
- Night:
  - 21hs: Dinner

Friday 7-September
- Morning:
  - 8hs: Breakfast
  - 9hs: SSAC Team Sessions (2 tracks simultaneous)
    - Programs & Funding (Federico Trejo) (Track 1)
    - Treasury in Student Branches (Facundo Fagnani) (Track 1)
    - How to: Activities. Examples and applications (Facundo Fagnani) (Track 2)
    - EPICS (Juan Gremes & Florencia Hernandez) (Track 2)
  - 9:45hs: Coffee break
  - 10:00hs: SSAC Team Sessions (2 tracks simultaneous)
    - Vtools, OU Analytics, CLE (Victor Lifchitz) (Track 1)
    - Social Media Management (Communications comite) (Track 1)
    - IEEEExtreme & IEEEDay (Juan Desages) (Track 2)
    - Creation of Student Branches and Student Branch Chapters (Dario) (Track 2)
  - 10:45hs: Coffee break
  - 11hs: SSAC Team Sessions (Plenary)
    - Recruitment strategies (Facundo Fagnani)
    - Leadership and communications in a Student Branch (Ariana Garcia)
  - 12hs: Coffee break
  - 12:15hs: SSAC Team Sessions (Plenary)
    - Debate: Good practices and little tips (Ariana Garcia & Facundo Fagnani)
- Midday:
  - 13hs: Lunch
- Afternoon:
  - 14hs: Societies Sessions (Plenary 15 min each one, every 3 speakers 15 min of Coffee break)
    - IAS
    - BTS
    - CASS
    - EMBS
    - CS
    - ComSoc
    - IES/CSS/RAS/PELS/VTS
    - WIE/YP
    - LM
  - 17hs: Societies workshop and meet up
- Night:
  - 21hs: Dinner
Saturday 8-September

- **Morning:**
  - 8hs: Breakfast
  - 9hs: Sponsor session #1
  - 9:45hs: Coffee break
  - 10:00hs: Sponsor session #2
  - 10:45hs: Coffee break
  - 11hs: Sponsor session #3
  - 12hs: Coffee break
  - 12:15hs: Sponsor session #4

- **Midday:**
  - 13hs: Lunch

- **Afternoon:**
  - 14hs: Sponsor’s companies meet ups & Student Branches Show up
  - 17hs: Evaluation of the presented posters and expositions of student branches.

- **Night:**
  - 21hs: Gala dinner
  - 22hs: Student activities awards and contest results and during the Gala dinner.

Sunday 9-September

- **Morning:**
  - 8hs: Breakfast
  - 10:00hs: Hotel Check-out
  - 10:45hs: City tour